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MARKET INDEX CLOSE 
03-03-23 

WEEK 
GAIN/LOSS 

Y-T-D 
GAIN/LOSS 

DJIA 33,390.97               +1.8% +0.7% 

S&P 500 4,045.64               +1.9% +5.3% 

NASDAQ 11,689.01               +2.6%             +11.7% 
 

Thanks to low unemployment and a resilient economy, the Dow gained 1.8%, the S&P 500 Index rose 1.9% and 
NASDAQ jumped 2.6% during the past week. 

Economic Releases 
A summary of economic releases during the past week which may impact the financial markets: 

First-time claims for state unemployment benefits—a proxy for layoffs—fell by 2,000 to 190,000 for the week 
ended February 25 while continuing claims—a proxy for the number of people with ongoing unemployment 
benefits—fell to 1.655 million, down 5,000 from the previous week. New claims running below 200,000 reflects a 
very tight labor market with most companies reluctant to cut their workforce. The concern is that the tight labor 
market will lead to wage-based inflation pressures. 

Fourth quarter productivity was revised down to 1.7% from the preliminary estimate of 3.0%. Unit labor costs, 
meanwhile, were revised up to 3.2% from 1.1%. Unit labor costs in the nonfarm business sector were up 6.5% in 
2022, which is the largest annual increase since 1982. 
 
The ISM Services PMI® for February ticked down to 55.1% from 55.2% in January as activity remained steady in 
February despite expectations for a slower pace of growth.  
 
The February ISM Manufacturing Index® increased to 47.7% from 47.4% in January. The sub-50.0% reading for 
February reflects a general contraction in manufacturing activity for the fourth straight month.  
 
Total construction spending declined 0.1% month-over-month in January. Total private construction was flat 
month-over-month while total public construction dropped 0.6% month-over-month. On a year-over-year basis, 
total construction spending was up 5.7%.  

The Conference Board's Consumer Confidence Index for February dropped to 102.9 from 106.0 in January. In 
the same period a year ago, the index stood at 105.7.  February marked the second straight month that 
confidence has declined as consumers' short-term outlook became less upbeat. That view is curtailing plans to 
buy homes, autos, and major appliances. It was also reported that vacation intentions declined in February. 
Consumer 12-month inflation expectations fell to 6.3% from 6.7%. 

HI-Quality Company News 
A summary of important earnings and/or capital allocation news announced during the past week from the high-
quality companies held in most client portfolios. For new clients, these companies may become investment 
candidates as valuations appear attractive and cash is available:  
 



 

Booking Holdings-BKNG booked a 36% increase in fourth quarter revenues to $4 billion with net income 
increasing 100% to $1.2 billion, and EPS up 114% to $31.92 per share. Travel bookings jumped 44% to 
$27.3 billion and room nights booked in the fourth quarter increased 39% from last year. For the year, 
Booking Holdings reported record revenues of $17.1 billion, up 56% from last year, with net income and EPS 
both traveling over 100% higher to $3.1 billion and $76.35, respectively. During the year, Booking Holdings 
generated a 110% return on shareholders’ equity and free cash flow increased 146% to $6.5 billion. The 
company returned $6.6 billion to shareholders via share repurchases.  In addition, management 
announced a new $20 billion share repurchase program and expects to complete the program within the 
next four years as they plan to return all free cash flow to shareholders. Management is encouraged by 
the continued strength and resiliency of demand from travelers last year and into the new year, with room 
nights booked in January 2023 up 26% compared to 2019 pre-pandemic levels, or up about 60% year-over-year. 

 

 

Genuine Parts-GPC reported fourth quarter sales revved ahead 15% to $5.5 billion with net earnings sliding 
2% to $252.0 million and EPS dipping 1.9% to $1.77. Excluding discrete items totaling $39.6 million, or $0.28 per 
share, fourth quarter earnings and EPS increased 13.8% and 14.5%, respectively. By segment, Automotive sales 
increased 7.6% to $3.4 billion on an 8.2% comp store increase. Automotive results were driven by strong team 
execution amid favorable industry fundamentals including a lift in total U.S. miles driven on abating fuel prices, a 
reduction in mass transit ridership and increased airfares and an aging US auto fleet that reached an all-time 
high of 12.1 years in 2022. Industrial sales increased nearly 30% to $2.1 billion reflecting a 16.7% increase in 
comp store sales and a 14.3% contribution from the KDG acquisition, slightly offset by a 1.4% unfavorable 
foreign currency impact. The KDG acquisition integration is progressing at a better-than-expected pace with $30 
million of synergies recognized in 2022 with at least $20 million more expected during the next two 
years.  Despite the challenging macroeconomic and geopolitical environment, Genuine Parts reported a 
record 2022 with sales racing ahead 17% to $22.1 billion and net income and EPS increasing more than 
30% to $1.18 billion and $8.31, respectively. Excluding discrete items, earnings and EPS increased 19.1% and 
20.1%, respectively. During 2022, Genuine Parts generated an impressive 31.2% return on shareholders’ 
equity and $1.13 billion in free cash flow, up 13.6% from last year despite a 28% increase in capital 
expenditures to enhance data and digital capabilities including AI and supply chain productivity. During 2022, 
Genuine Parts returned $719 million to shareholders through dividends of $496 million and share 
repurchases of $223 million including $50 million purchased during the fourth quarter at an average cost per 
share of $172.41. The company increased its 2023 dividend by 6% to $3.80 per share, marking the 
67th consecutive year of dividend increases. GPC has paid a cash dividend every year since going public in 
1948. Genuine Parts ended the year with $653.5 million in cash, $3.1 billion in long-term debt and $3.8 billion in 
shareholders' equity on its solid balance sheet. Looking ahead to 2023, management expects sales to 
increase 4% to 6% from last year with EPS expected in the $8.80 to $8.95 range, up about 7% from last 
year. Free cash flow is expected in the $800 million to $1.0 billion range.  

 



 

The TJX Companies-TJX reported fourth quarter revenues rose 4.8% to $14.5 billion with net income 
charging 10.4% higher to $1.0 billion and EPS ringing up a 14.1% gain to $0.89. Comparable store sales 
growth of 4% during the quarter was driven by 7% comp store sales growth at Marmaxx due to very strong sales 
of apparel and accessories. For the full year, revenues increased 2.9% to $49.9 billion with net income up 6.5% 
to $3.5 billion and EPS up 10% to $2.97. Return on shareholders’ equity for the year was a fancy 55%. Free 
cash flow for the year increased a dressy 31% to $2.6 billion with the company paying $1.3 billion in 
dividends and repurchasing $2.2 billion of its common stock. In fiscal 2024, the company expects to 
increase its dividend 13% and repurchase between $2 billion and $2.5 billion of its stock from its strong 
cash flows. Comparable store sales are expected to increase 2% to 3% in fiscal 2024 leading to revenues of 
$52.5 billion to $53.2 billion, representing 5%-7% growth. Operating margins are expected to expand 30-50 basis 
points leading to EPS in the range of $3.39-$3.51 for fiscal 2024. Fiscal 2024 is off to a great start, and 
management remains confident in improving profitability this year and reaching its pretax profit margin 
target of 10.6% in fiscal 2025. Longer term, TJX is on track to become an increasingly profitable $60 billion-plus 
revenue company. 

 

Hormel Foods-HRL reported first quarter sales declined 2% to $2.9 billion, with net income and EPS 
declining 9% to $217 million and $.40, respectively. Volume and net sales declined for each segment due to 
lower fresh pork availability resulting from the company’s new pork supply agreement and lower turkey volumes 
due to the ongoing impacts of highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) in the company’s vertically integrated 
turkey supply chain. In addition, Hormel faced incredibly difficult operating conditions in China throughout the 
quarter. Free cash flow declined 49% to $172 million with the company paying $142 million in dividends. 
Demand for Hormel’s leading retail brands remains favorable. Hormel is expecting strong growth in the 
foodservice segment for the remainder of the year and anticipates the near-term challenges for the international 
segment to abate over the coming months. Compared to expectations heading into the year, earnings are being 
pressured by increased inefficiencies across the supply chain related to higher inventory levels and softness in 
the snack nuts category. Management is taking action to address these challenges and expects improved 
business performance as the year progresses. For fiscal 2023, Hormel reaffirmed sales guidance, expecting 
sales growth of 1% to 3% and lowered earnings guidance, now expecting EPS in the range of $1.70-$1.82. 

 

Ross Stores-ROST rang up a 3.9% increase in fourth quarter sales to $5.2 billion with earnings up a fancy 
22% to $447 million and EPS up a fashionable 26% to $1.31. Comp store sales increased 1% on an increase 
in transactions as traffic remained flat. By category, shoes sales, especially athletic shoes, were strong during the 
holiday season and regionally, Florida saw the strongest sales. Operating margin increased 90 basis points to 
10.7%, mainly driven by lower freight costs and incentive costs that were partially offset by unfavorable timing of 
pack-away-related expenses. For the year, Ross Stores reported sales dipped 1.2% to $18.7 billion on a 4% 
decline in same store sales with earnings falling 12.7% to $1.5 billion and EPS down 10.1% to $4.38. During 
2022, Ross Stores generated a dressy 35.3% return on shareholders’ equity and free cash flow of $1.0 
billion. The company returned nearly $1.4 billion to shareholders during the year through dividend 
payments of $431 million and share repurchases of $950 million, including $231 million during the fourth 



quarter at an average cost per share of $110. Company leadership expects to complete the $950 million 
remaining under its current share repurchase authorization during 2023. Reflecting its continued commitment to 
enhancing shareholder value and returns as well as confidence in the company’s future cash flows and the 
strength of its balance sheet, Ross Stores increased its quarterly dividend by 8% to $0.335 per share. Ross 
Stores ended the year with $4.55 billion in cash, $2.46 billion in long-term debt and $4.29 billion in shareholders’ 
equity on its impressive balance sheet. Looking ahead to 2023, given the highly uncertain macroeconomic and 
geopolitical environments, management expects same store sales to be flat generating sales growth of 1% to 4% 
thanks to a 53rd week with EPS between $4.65 to $4.95, up 10% at the midpoint from fiscal 2022. Capital 
expenditures are expected to top $800 million for the year, up over 20% from last year, as the company expects 
to open 100 new stores, invest in its distribution centers ramping up capacity to support expected growth and up 
its investments in technology including merchandise tools.  Elevated inflation is expected to continue impacting 
the company’s low-to-moderate income customers. 

 

As part of Meta’s-META commitment to open science, the company is publicly releasing LLaMA (Large 
Language Model Meta AI), a state-of-the-art foundational large language model designed to help researchers 
advance their work in this subfield of artificial intelligence. Smaller, more performant models such as LLaMA, 
enable others in the research community who don’t have access to large amounts of infrastructure to study these 
models, further democratizing access in this important, fast-changing field. 

 

Berkshire Hathaway-BRKB reported the company had a good year in 2022 with revenues rising 9% to 
$302 billion and operating earnings increasing 12% to a record $30.8 billion. The company’s net worth 
during 2022 decreased by 6.7%, or $33.8 billion, to $472.4 billion with book value equal to about $323,600 per 
Class A share as of 12/31/22. 

 
On a GAAP basis, Berkshire reported a net loss of $22.8 billion during 2022 compared to $89.8 billion in earnings 
in the prior year period. Investment gains and losses from changes in the market prices of Berkshire’s substantial 
equity investments will produce significant volatility in earnings. The investment losses were primarily paper 
losses from changes in unrealized gains of equity holdings during the year given the stock market’s correction. 
Berkshire’s five major equity investment holdings which represent about 75% of total equities held, 
include American Express at $22.4 billion (which charged 10% lower during the year or $2.4 billion); Apple at 
$119 billion (which dropped 26.2% during the year or $42.2 billion); Bank of America at $34.2 billion (which 
declined $11.8 billion in value); and Coca-Cola with the stock popping 7% higher, or $1.7 billion, to $25.4 billion 
at the end of the year. Chevron rounds out the top five at $30 billion after Buffett purchased more than $20 
billion of Chevron during the first quarter of 2022. 

 
In his letter to shareholders, Buffett reflected on a couple of his large holdings. In 1994, Berkshire acquired 
Coca-Cola for $1.3 billion with its value growing to $25.4 billion at the end of 2022 while Berkshire’s annual 
dividends from Coca-Cola have steadily increased from $75 million to $704 million. American Express is 
much the same story with Berkshire’s purchase of American Express in 1995 at $1.3 billion growing to 
$22.4 billion at the end of 2022 while its annual dividends have steadily grown from $41 million to $302 
million. Buffett concluded with this lesson for investors: “The weeds wither away in significance as the flowers 
bloom. Over time, it takes just a few winners to work wonders. And yes, it helps to start early and live into your 
90’s as well.“ 

 
During 2022, Berkshire’s insurance businesses generated losses from underwriting of $90 million compared to 
underwriting gains last year of $728 million. Catastrophe losses during the year included $2.4 billion from 



Hurricane Ian. Underwriting results were also negatively impacted by increases in claims frequencies and 
severities at GEICO due to significant cost inflation in automobile markets. Thanks to premium rate increases, 
GEICO expects to generate an underwriting profit in 2023. 2022 underwriting results were favorably impacted by 
higher earnings from reinsurance underwriting and foreign currency exchange rate gains. Insurance investment 
income increased 35% during the year to $6.5 billion, reflecting higher dividend and interest income as 
interest rates increased significantly in 2022. The float of the insurance operations increased $17 billion 
to end the year at about $164 billion. The increase in float includes $14 billion related to the acquisition of 
Alleghany Corporation. Berkshire’s float has increased 8,000-fold since 1967 through acquisitions, 
operations and innovations and with disciplined underwriting these funds have a decent chance of being cost-
free over time. The average cost of float was nominal in 2022 due to the $90 million underwriting loss during the 
year. 

 
Burlington Northern Santa Fe’s revenues chugged 12% higher during the year to $25.2 billion, reflecting 
higher revenue per car/unit, with net earnings dipping 1% to $5.9 billion due to lower overall freight volumes and 
higher average fuel and other operating costs. The 5.8% volume decrease for the year was in all business 
segments except for coal which was flat, reflecting supply chain disruptions, network challenges, lower demand 
for crude by rail and lower building products shipments. 

 
Berkshire Hathaway Energy reported revenues rose 5% during the year to $26.4 billion with net earnings 
rising 9% to $3.9 billion. The earnings increase reflected higher earnings from other energy businesses, 
including tax equity investments and the Northern Powergrid businesses, as well as from the natural gas pipeline 
businesses, partly offset by lower earnings from the real estate brokerage business. 

 
Berkshire’s Manufacturing businesses reported revenues rose 10% to $75.8 billion with operating 
earnings up 14% to $11.2 billion in 2022. The Buildings Products segment led the way for the year with 
revenues rising 16% to $28.9 billion and operating earnings jumping 41% to $4.8 billion thanks to strong demand 
for residential housing construction. However, significant increases in mortgage interest rates slowed demand for 
new housing construction during the fourth quarter so that comparative revenues and earnings in the near term 
will likely decline from current levels. Berkshire’s operations also were negatively impacted by supply chain 
disruptions and significant cost increases for raw materials, freight, labor and other input costs. 

 
Service and Retailing revenues increased 9% during the year to $91.5 billion with pre-tax earnings 
increasing 7% to $5.0 billion. The Service group led the way as revenue increased 20% to $19.0 billion with 
pre-tax earnings up 14% to $3.0 billion thanks to strong growth from TTI, reflecting strong demand in nearly all 
electronic component markets, and the aviation business services due to higher training hours at FlightSafety 
and significantly higher customer flight hours at NetJets. However, during the third quarter and fourth quarters, 
new orders slowed at TTI in part attributable to elevated inventory levels within the supply chain. 

 
Berkshire’s balance sheet continues to reflect significant liquidity and a very strong capital base of 
$472.4 billion as of 12/31/22. Excluding railroad, energy and utility investments, Berkshire ended the year with 
$487 billion in investments allocated approximately 63.4% to equities ($308.8 billion), 5.2% to fixed-income 
investments ($25.1 billion), 25.6% in cash and equivalents ($125.0 billion) and 5.8% in equity method 
investments ($28.0 billion) which includes 26.6% ownership of Kraft Heinz, 21.4% of Occidental Petroleum and 
38.6% in Pilot Travel Centers as of year end. 

 
Free cash flow declined 16% during the year to $21.8 billion due to lower earnings and higher capital 
expenditures. During the year, capital expenditures approximated $15.5 billion, which included $11 billion for 
BNSF and BHE, its railroad and utility and energy units. Berkshire expects capital expenditures for 2023 for 
BNSF and BHE to approximate $13.7 billion. 



 
During 2022, Berkshire paid cash of $67.9 billion to acquire equity securities and received proceeds of 
$33.7 billion from the sale of stocks. The stock purchases included about $21 billion in Chevron, about $11 
billion in Occidental Petroleum, about $6 billion in Activision Blizzard as an arbitrage play, $5 billion in German 
stocks and Japanese stocks, $4 billion in HP, Inc. and an undisclosed additional amount of Apple. In addition, 
Berkshire purchased a net $27.5 billion in Treasury Bills and fixed-income investments. In June 2022, Berkshire 
Hathaway Energy (BHE) acquired the BHE common stock held by Greg Abel, Berkshire’s Vice Chairman, for 
$870 million. On Oct. 19, 2022, Berkshire completed its purchase of Alleghany, a property and casualty 
reinsurance and insurance business, for $11.5 billion in cash, which held cash and investments of $19.7 billion. 
On January 31, 2023, Berkshire acquired an additional 41.4% interest in Pilot for approximately $8.2 
billion which brought Berkshire’s ownership of Pilot up to 80%. 

 
Berkshire repurchases its shares at prices below Berkshire’s intrinsic value, as conservatively determined by 
Warren Buffett and Charlie Munger. During 2022, Berkshire repurchased $7.9 billion of its common stock, 
including $2.6 billion in the fourth quarter. These repurchases included 584 Class A shares purchased at 
an average price of approximately $468,114 per share and 3,046,794 Class B shares purchased an 
average price of $303.83 per share during December 2022. 

 
On August 16, 2022, the Inflation Reduction Act was signed into law. The 2022 Act contains numerous provisions 
including a 15% corporate alternative minimum tax, expanded tax credits for clean energy incentives and a 1% 
excise tax on corporate stock repurchases, which all become effective in 2023. Berkshire currently does not 
expect a material impact on its financial statements from the Act. 

***** 

Reports from our HI-quality businesses confirm the resiliency of the consumer in the post-pandemic world along 
with the durability of HI-quality business models, which enable leadership teams to share strong cash flows with 
shareholders.  Booking Holdings booked a 36% increase in fourth quarter revenues on a 44% jump in travel 
bookings and a 39% surge in room nights booked during the latest quarter.  Bookings announced a new $20 
billion share repurchase program with plans to return all free cash flow to shareholders during the next four 
years.  The TJX Companies rang up 7% comp store sales growth at Marmaxx due to very strong sales of 
apparel and accessories. TJX plans to increase its dividend 13% and repurchase another $2 billion to $2.5 billion 
of its shares this year. Despite the challenging macroeconomic and geopolitical environment, Genuine Parts 
reported record 2022 financial results with sales racing ahead 17% to $22.1 billion on same store sales comps of 
8% at its NAPA brand stores.  Genuine Parts is increasing its dividend by 6%, marking the 67th consecutive year 
of dividend increases. Demand for Hormel’s leading brands remain favorable with the company paying $142 
million in dividends during the latest quarter. Hormel has increased its dividend for 57 consecutive years and 
remains steadfast in its commitment to deliver consistent dividend growth and return cash to shareholders. 
During 2022, Ross Stores generated a dressy 35% return on shareholders’ equity and free cash flow of $1.0 
billion. The company returned nearly $1.4 billion to shareholders during the year through dividend payments of 
$431 million and share repurchases of $950 million. The dividend was recently increased 8%. Berkshire 
Hathaway reported a good year with record operating earnings of $30.8 billion. During the year, Warren Buffett 
repurchased $7.9 billion of Berkshire’s stock with the most recent purchases at prices close to the current stock 
price, signaling Buffett finds Berkshire’s current valuation very attractive.  

 If you have any questions, please let us know. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ingrid R. Hendershot, CFA 
President 


